
Began to be curious about energy medicine from a 
Japanese at the age of 15. However, when I was young, I 
just had a playful mentality. It was not until my mother 
passed away suddenly and my family began to get sick 
that I started to study natural medicine and energy 
medicine in depth. Now she is a senior energy physician 
certif ied by the Malaysian Ministry of Health,  a 
Malaysian vocational training officer VTO, and a 
physician and instructor of many international energy 
medicines. Researched Energy Medicine for over 23 
years. It is the 6th year that the pioneering treatment 
center has accumulated hundreds of cases and created 
many wonderful miraculous effects. Now 54 years old, 
she has a wealth of life experience and has a more in-
depth experience in energy medicine. She will bring 
extraordinary learning and experience to the students.

Master Teacher 
Agnes Leong

Energy Medicine Professional Course (Level 1-3)

Although the course is focused on teaching the universal life 
energy (Reiki), an energy medicine method origin from Japan.
But the content is not limited to Reiki knowledge. The teacher 
will add more knowledge (Quantum Medicine) that is helpful to 
the students, in order to help the students achieve the best 
healing effect or learning progress. A number of scientific 
research and clinical trials are also included in the course to 
allow students to fully understand and correctly use energy 
medicine. Students will experience various healing techniques 
first-hand. Many internships and practical case sharing are also 
arranged.
Every stage will brings you unexpected surprises!

Professional Therapist  Training Introduction

This course is divided into three levels. The first level begins to lay a solid 
professional foundation for you. Even if you don't intend to become a 
professional therapist
Also make sure that what you learn will definitely help yourself and your 
family. You can freely choose to study one level or all.



Reiki Level 1

Who is it suitable for?
- Personal use (heal yourself and your family)
- People who want to improve their health with natural healing methods
- The basis for wanting to become a professional therapist

Topic include:

1) Two-month weekend online courses (minimum 8 days or minimum 32  
     hours)  
     - Additional lessons will be added depending on the situation, because 
    the teacher must ensure that everyone has fully understand & learned.
2) Classes in small groups (to ensure that everyone can fully learn)
3) 4 attunements (open up the energy channel "Ren Du Ermai")
4) Cosmic Life Energy (Aura) Four Attunements
    - Online one-to-one attunements (reservation)
5) The teacher will help you during the course
    - healing
    - cleanse and purify body energy
    - open energy communication center
    - boost energy
    In other words, being healed together while studying
6) Scientific understanding of energy medicine and history
7) Science experiments
8) Experience clinical trials
     - Case analysis gives you a deeper understanding of energy medicine
9) Fully understand the chakras
      - Let you know how to judge the cause of the disease
      - Let you understand why emotions affect health
      - Let you know how energy medicine improve your health
      - Let you be aware, introspect, and discover the cause of the problem
10) Learn what is aura?
11) Learn how to do Chakra Quiz
12) Learn how to use muscle testing to let you clearly understand the 
       various reactions of the human body to energy
13) Basic understanding and experience of the existence and experience of 
       the higher self
14) 5 principles of Reiki (help you change your life)
15) Learn basic meditation
       - Helps expel energy/sickness/negative energy that does not belong to 
         your body
       - Channel cosmic energy and cleanse your body
16) Techniques and parts for healing yourself and others
       - You can basically start healing yourself and others
17) 21-day self-healing exercises
28) Homework
After completing the homework and passing the test, you can get the 
International Reiki Level 1 Certificate



Level 1 course Fees
RM3900
Duration : 2 months (each week one day up to 4 hours online class

Basic requirement:
- laptop or computer
- download Zoom app
- email to access Google classroom
- make as possible as you can to be in a quiet room during class
- may need to prepare some materials for experiment
- may need to invite family members to do demo or testing together if 
possible but not neccessary

Note: class will be conduct in chinese (mandarin) but course book 
provide in English version

Course Benefits:
* Free a set of terahertz magnetic energy chip (an energy tool to 
improve health)
* Permanent free class resumption (same course)
* Teacher permanent support
* Permanent playback of course videos
* Two months of free online Quantum Medicine Frequencies therapy



Reiki Level 2

Who is it suitable for?
- People who want to do distant healing (creating miracles, experiencing 
the fact that space and time do not exist)
- Compulsory course for those who want to become a professional 
therapist

Topic include:

1) Two-month weekend online courses (8 days or up to 32 hours)
     - Additional lessons will be added depending on the situation
2) Cosmic life energy (reiki) attunement once
    - Online one-to-one attunement (reservation)
3) Understand the aura of the human body
     - Human aura structure
     - Aura color classification
     - Learn to see the aura
4) Learn Reiki symbols and practise
5) Case Analysis
6) Understand the difference between the second level of Reiki
7) What is Symbol/Light Language?
8) Feel the effect or energy of using symbols
9) Science experiments to learn about Reiki symbols
10) How to make a wish?
11) Learned distant healing at this stage
      - Teletherapy training
12) Understand why energy has such a great impact on the human body?
13) Understand when the human aura needs to be purified
      - Learn to purify your aura
      - How to protect your aura and energy?
14) Learn to balance your chakras
15) Learn to expel bad energy
16) Crystals and Chakras
17) The usefulness and influence of the crystal bowl
18) How to do energy dry cleaning?
19) Experience and Practice Healing Methods
20) Homework
21) After completing the homework and passing the test, you can get the 
International Certified Reiki Level 2 Certificate



Level 2 course Fees
RM3900
Duration : 2 months (each week one day up to 4 hours online class

Basic requirement:
- laptop or computer
- download Zoom app
- email to access Google classroom
- make as possible as you can to be in a quiet room during class
- may need to prepare some materials for experiment
- may need to invite family members to do demo or testing together if 
possible but not neccessary

Note: class will be conduct in chinese (mandarin) but course book 
provide in English version

Course Benefits:
* Free a set of chakra stones
* Free a Wishing Box
* Free a set of Quantum Wishing Candles
* Permanent free class resumption (same course)
* Teacher permanent support
* Permanent playback of course videos
* Two months of free online Quantum Medicine Frequencies therapy



Reiki Level 3 (Master Level)

Who is it suitable for?
- Want to have a stronger healing ability for self-use to help yourself and 
your family
- People who want to become a Reiki master
- Compulsory course for those who want to become a professional 
therapist

Topic include:

1) Two-month weekend online courses (or a minimum of 32 hours)
2) Elective: 4-day physical class (arrangement after the completion of the 
     online class, allowing students to practice real cases, doing science 
    experiments)
3) Cosmic life energy (reiki) attunement once
4) Understand why you need to open the chakras  
5) How to clear blocked chakras?
6) Case analysis
7) Basic understanding of human meridians
8) Learn how to use master symbols
9) Understand the problem of human aura
10) What and how to do intuition scan?
12) Symptoms and hand parts
13) How to do Invisible scalpel
14) Understand the connection of human meridians
15) Understand the energy level of human consciousness and how it affects 
health
16) Meditation of All Lights
17) How about targeted treatment of internal organs?
18) How to build a Reiki Pyramid?
19) Case studies
20) How to build an energy ball?
21) Activate the energy of the hands
22) Steps for treating individual cases
23) Remote purification of chakras
24) Grounding
25) Homework
26) After completing the homework and passing the test, you can get the 
International Reiki Master Level 3 Certificate



Level 3 course Fees
RM4000
Duration : 2 months (each week one day up to 4 hours online class

Basic requirement:
- laptop or computer
- download Zoom app
- email to access Google classroom
- make as possible as you can to be in a quiet room during class
- may need to prepare some materials for experiment
- may need to invite family members to do demo or testing together if 
possible but not neccessary

Note: class will be conduct in chinese (mandarin) but course book 
provide in English version

Course Benefits:
* Free 4 days physical class at the center
* Graduation ceremony
* Permanent free class resumption (same course)
* Teacher permanent support
* Permanent playback of course videos
* Two months of free online Quantum Medicine Frequencies therapy





Professional Energy Therapist 
(Full Course Level 1-3)

Course Design:
* Malaysia KKM & SKM certification certificate course
* After completion, you will be a professional therapist (even if you don’t  
   take the SKM test, you are confident that you can do a good job in energy 
   healing)
* Have several real time professional healing experience after completion 
   (will not be half-knowledgeable)
* You can directly apply for the SKM Malaysia Certified Therapist Technical 
   Certificate (KKM Traditional Complementary Therapy under Human 
   Health category)
    - Fees apply
* Officially become our therapist (you can take on therapy work to earn 
   extra income)
* The official website has a personal professional page for you to let 
potential customers find your services

The quantum resonance generator can 
emit Schumann waves and terahertz 
waves. Helping the treatment to be 
more effective, improving the state of 
meditation when practicing, enhance 
healing results and more benefits of 
quantum medicine.

LoveLife Wellness Center ~ Healing Heart


